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Abstract— Now a days, it seems necessary that usage of 

electronic services in different taxies are increasing. Because 

of this we face many problems like increasing taxi 

companies, payment problems, to thug passengers regarding 

money change etc. So we need to organize the system that 

will help to pay taxi electronically by the passenger and also 

reduce the need of carrying cash. Planning and building of 

such taxi system with latest coding technology feature. Many 

of the individual taxi drivers try to make fool passengers and 

charge high fare without any reason. We are supposed to 

implement drivers owns taxi system in which the fare is fix 

according to per kilometer with no extra timing charge. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

As many of us have lots of problems for paying money to 

taxi drivers if our bill is not in perfect number. We have to 

give change in rupees which is quite not possible. Because 

of this passenger have an argument with driver. In addition 

to this we waste time in waiting for receiving the rest of the 

money from the driver in case of not having change. Off 

course this result in enhancing the traffic, increase in 

consumption of fuel. So we need a technology to overcome 

the above problems. The technologies can be intelligent taxi 

in which smart card is use for payment and RFID 

technology for scanning whether the card is creditable or 

not. 

For making our country smart with high technology 

we use many of the smart ideas in our country. Many of the 

transport systems uses car navigation, traffic signal control 

systems, cctv systems, wireless communication, RFID 

technology, number plate reading system, Bluetooth, audio 

etc. Taxies are also one of the parts of transport systems. 

Companies like OLA, UBER which are in highest use now a 

day. This companies have app with features like 

communication between rider and driver, both are kept 

updated by the main system at different points, with the 

change in location of rider the address also changes 

automatically, selects the nearest driver to riders location. 

Various displays are found in market for taxi meter 

like digital, analog, TFT, LCD, GLCD, 7segment etc. QR 

code is a type of 2D barcode that can be access by smart 

phones or QR scanning application or devices. To access the 

code we must have to scan the code by QR scanner 

application that link directly to text, numbers, alpha numeric 

words, e-mails, URL, or any kind of data or information we 

want to display. Most of us have seen QR codes on 

advertisement, product packaging, tag of any brand, shop 

displays, websites, applications, bills, passes, newspapers 

etc. And soon will be seen on taxi meter.     

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

First invention of taxi meter was invented in 1891, and first 

meter was equipped with taxi cab was build in 1897. 

Initially taxi meters was originated outside the cab but very 

soon relocated inside the taxi. In 1980, introduction of 

electronic meter took place. As we all know ticking sound of 

the meters indicate start of meter. In some countries some 

taxies display a small illuminated sign which indicates taxi 

is free. In Argentina this sign is called as”Banderita”. 

Old taxies include several accessories and features 

like ticket receipt printer, prevention and control on fraud 

through computer monitoring. Radio communication was 

used for monitoring trip status by supervisor, interaction 

with GPS system for security system, seat sensor which 

detects the presence of number of passengers, credit/ prepaid 

card support. 

Now a days display of taxi meters is digital, after 

finishing the ride the passenger have to pay the amount as 

per the fare display on digital meter. The fare is generated 

according to rotation of taxi wheel per kilometer. Then 

various models came into market with various features. STS 

300+LCD was the new invention from smart technology 

system this meter consists of inbuilt therner printer, GPS 

meter connected to RS232 port. STS 300+LED and STS 300 

has been designed fully programmable meter with printing 

and GPS version. Smart-X-Tracker use for navigation 

application. STS 30 use for three wheel taxies with flag 

operated switch type meter, auto drivers don’t have to press 

the switch.  

The latest meter is G5 taxi meter which is fitted 

with 3G/Wi-Fi to communicate directly with internet. With 

the help of GPS application the rider request for the taxi 

then hire the taxi. Based on GPS location, speed distance 

travelled, day & time, and rate of per kilometer is calculated 

and deduct the charged amount from riders application 

account wallet. By keeping in mind the existing idea the 

proposed system has been design by using latest technology 

for easier life style. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The project is about electronic taxi meter which is going to 

use by individual taxi driver for his own taxi. Taxi meter 

will be design with TFT display and QR code generator. The 

input for QR code generator will be the amount of distance 

rode by the rider from source to destination. The meter will 

calculate the fare according to the distance rode by rider. 

The total amount will displayed on display with help of QR 

code. As the passenger scan the code by QR code scanner 

the amount which is displayed have to be paid by passenger 

through payment bank for soft payment. The QR code 

contain the information about the driver such as drivers 

name, mobile number, account number, taxi number, date, 

day, time and the fare amount. 
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A. Methodology 

 
Fig. 1: QR Code 

1) QR code  

It is a trade mark for two dimensional barcode first design 

for automotive industry in Japan. It is readable optical label, 

contains information about data which is to be attach. Use a 

four standardize encoding modes to store data efficiently i.e. 

numeric, alphanumeric, byte/ binary, kanji. It is very 

popular due to its fast readability and greater storage 

capacity compare to any other barcode. It is also used 

outside the automotive industry for product tracking, general 

marketing, time tracking, document management and item 

identification. A code consist of black squares arrange in 

square grid on white background which can be read by any 

imaging device such as camera and reed Solomon error 

correction.  

The required data are extracted from patterns that 

are present on both side of image. There are online websites 

which generate code online. Also there are some coding 

languages which generate QR code with the help of library 

package.   

 
Fig. 2: Information about the each pixel of code 

The above figure shows the information about the 

each pixel of code. The major blocks give the format 

information. According to this we save the version 

information, alignment, error correction and even in which 

pixels the data has to be stored. There are many ways to 

generate this code, such as websites, coding languages.   

2) Meter System 

 
Fig. 3: Meter System 

Industry in Japan. It is readable optical label, contains 

information about data which Taxi meter plays an important 

role in this implementation. As every nation use this 

transport according to its convenience. Increase in power 

and proper management is also necessary, so the 

conventional metering systems are available in market. Few 

years ago metering devices are improving and expected for 

more sophistication which are offering many more services. 

In case of improvement electromechanical devices need to 

improve accuracy and configurability. 

The working is As the wheel rotates the counter 

counts the number of rotations. The number of rotations is 

stored in controller. According to rotations, distance is 

measured. The measure distance and fixed fare per meter 

which is also stored in controller is used to calculate the 

total fare which is rode by the rider.  

IV. FUTURE SCOPE 

To make lifestyle easy and faster we need to live with the 

flow of technology for being smart. Following are the 

important keys for technology used in this implementation:- 

 No need to carry cash. 

 security for banking-grade 

 convenient 

 Fast 

 reliable 

 safer solution for the passenger 

 quality assurance: better 

 No need of maintenance and handling cash. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This electronic system took one year to be done and led to 

plan, design and implement a system which is used to pay 

the taxi fare electronically. It also solves many problems 

related to money change, accuracy, to save peoples from 

getting fool or cheat by drivers. There are some 

prominences such as: To save wastage of time, receive 

money from passenger on time without any argument and 

creating bank facilities for drivers. 
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